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Rise, Tarnished: · An Action RPG with a Fantasy Setting · 50 hours of Episodes · Unique Character Customization System · Develop your Character by Completing Quests in the Overworld · Battle Enemies through Direct Combat · Take on an Occasion of Different Roles in an RPG World · Choose your Path: Mysticism or Warrior · Battle the Monsters of
Dungeons, to Craft Magic and Enhance Your Skills · Beware Monsters in Dungeons: Each Dungeon is Unique · Encounter Innocent Enemies in Dungeons · Battle the Leader of a Dungeon to Craft Legendary Magic · Return to the Overworld by Completing Different Quests · Challenge the Boss of the Overworld Dungeon · Battle with Ancient Monuments at the
End of the Quest · Choose your Equipment to Play the Game · Smuggle to Become Rich in the Overworld Dungeon · Level Up and Craft Various Equipment · Acquire Special Abilities and use them in the Game · Select the Play Style of Your Choice · Fight with Special Monsters in Battle · Play with the Legendary Character, Aria · Master All Skills by Completing

the Story Quests · Gain Experience, Level Up, and Increase the Amount of HP • Three Difficulty Levels • A Variety of Enemy Types · Ranged · Physical · Magic · Summoned Monsters · Summoned Monsters and Aria · PvP Battles: Challenge a Friend to the Fight • Dungeons · Classic · Ancient · Dungeon Defense · World Map · 30 Levels of Dungeons: Classic,
Ancient, and Lunatic · 20 Levels of Dungeons: Mysticism, Warrior, and PvE Battles • Character Creation: Set the Appearance of your Character · Lots of Options for different Types of Characters · Over 100 Classes with Variety of Characteristics · Epic Story: discover the History of the Lands Between · Rewards for Playtime: Acquire Gratitude and Acknowledge

Your Friends · Enjoy Various Quests: Complete the Stories in the Story Mode · Multiplayer: Play with Friends, Battle, and Travel · Friendly Battles against Humans and Summoned Monsters · Asynchronous: Feel the EMC Presence of Others by · Taking on the Role of Others
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Variety of Play Modes and Choices

Online and Offline Experience* You can connect with others and chat, in addition to enjoying the online game.
Orientation of Play In the game, you can freely choose the best among a variety of available play modes.

“Normal” (Online/Offline) Fulfill your daily requests in the online world and live a solitary life among the first age fantasy world in offline.
“Offline” (Online/Offline) Begin your adventure in the offline world and try to gather a good party to finish your journey together.
“2P” (Online/Offline) You can play with up to 1 other partner in the offline world and communicate with your partner via chat.

Customization If you want to gear up your character ahead of a battle, you can allocate certain points to strengthen your character.

Four Character Classes and Talent Tree Learn magical skills to control your own strong magic.

Akuma A powerful class.
Character Specialization: Witch
Spell Specialization: Fire Magic
Summoning: Maiden
Talents: Agrarian Support

Golem
Character Specialization: Samurai
Spell Specialization: Clash
Summoning: Golem
Talents: Guard

Celion
Character Specialization: Valkyrie
Spell Specialization: Mist
Summoning: Norse
Talents: Berserk

Eisen
Character Specialization: Warrior
Spell Specialization: Rhyme
Summoning: Knight
Talents: Zealous

Play over 40 Items/Equip Use items and augment your ability at any time in a quest or on the battlefield.
Three Different Battle Style Combine your evasive super movent and magic with helpful or m 
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-December 03, 2017- Colorful Graphics that Can Be Enjoyed in a Bright Room Indigo Jelly The game seems to be full of brightly colored graphics Pros ● A huge world, great variety of situations and huge dungeons are filled ● An epic drama, with the story told in fragments and the characters thinking about various things ● Multilayered character
development, you can freely combine weapons, armor, and magic ● Online play where you can travel with other players ● Overlaying on other people in a wider sense, the online play is more enjoyable than in other games. In addition, the rhythm of the music is consistent with each other and the same thing happens with others. ● Realistic
characters look like they are acting in real life. The wide variety of animations is also of high quality. ● The people-watching feature is filled with extremely high-quality graphics. Cons ■No Warrior The character you choose has very few options in battle, and the level cap is also low. When it comes to the main weapon- Magic Weapon- you can only
choose between sword and axe. However, there is not much of a difference in damage between them, and the place where you have to use skill is not a good idea. For this reason, it is preferable to put in some effort and choose a Magic Weapon. ■ Difficulty of Character Growth The character growth is not consistent with the level cap. Although it
should be closer to level 80, you can only reach level 50 with many difficulties. ■Weakness Although you have an advantage in terms of stats, you cannot use Demon Arts without decreasing your level and you can only use magic skills by decreasing your level when learning it. In addition, you cannot use all the magic in the game. ■No Guild
Experience It will be fun if you can see other players on the guild screen ■No Final Boss There is no forced battle with a final boss, and when it comes to stronger monsters, you can only battle against a weak monster. However, it is possible to be overwhelmed, and the battle scene is filled with inconsistencies in movement and it is unpleasant.
■Character Battle The characters in the game are quite bff6bb2d33
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【About US】 Dovetail Games is a New England-based team that has been developing games for PC, consoles and mobile platforms since 1998. Find us: Website: Facebook: Youtube: Twitter: 【About TWESTE】 TWESTE is a mobile game developer based in Seongnam City, South Korea. We have been developing game apps and games for Android
devices since July 2013. Find us: Twitter: Twitch: Web: What if you could combine fantasy RPG with mobile games? We believe our hardcore fantasy RPG game would be a great solution for you. Based on the fantasy world of elves and magic, we have already released two popular fantasy RPG games, Elden Ring and Elden Touch. Now, we present a
new fantasy RPG game for mobile devices. Elden Ring: Ragnarok, that is the new generation mobile fantasy RPG game. Icons have been redesigned, graphics and system set-up were created in order to bring the world of Elden Ring to your mobile device. ※1) Fantasy RPG The story of the game unfolds as a chain of events that begins with the fall of
the king. You play as a character being chased and isolated. With the help of others who are chasing the same fate, you will form an alliance, and will search for a mysterious and valuable object, the Elden Ring. ※2) Co-Op gameplay This is the main distinguishing point from other mobile games. As the main protagonist, the player joins the actions of
a group of players who together will run across the world. In this way, the characters will join their fate in order to give meaning to their lives and the world. Players will discover mysteries of the game in such a way that offers a great sense of joy and passion. ※3) Song by the author We're so excited and honored about including the song "Monolithic"
by the author in the main game. It is produced by the song's author:

What's new in Elden Ring:

Enjoy an Invitation-free trial of the PS4 version of Tarnished! A free download of the PS4 version will be provided starting on July 19, and will be made available to the public after the completion of the closed beta test.

■About Tarnished→  Tarnished is a new fantasy action RPG developed by Isamu no Sacrifice, featuring a co-op story that is told and driven by various characters inside a wide-scale world. The game features high quality graphics
and a rich cast of memorable characters that impact the stories of the Tarnished Lords. Unlike other Fantasy RPGs, Tarnished is unique as it is focused on combat and action sequences and provides users with a deep and
enjoyable RPG experience unlike that of conventional Fantasy RPGs. The game will be released for the PS4 in Japan in 2019. 

 

For more information regarding Tarnished, visit 
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Q.: What is the support ID?

A.: Support ID is 'xmpkuungkot'. If you experience any problem, feel free to tell us & we will promptly fix it.

Q.: Will Elden Ring be compatible with the PC Version of Wargaming?

A.: We do not have any information about that. But feel free to ask to them and they will get back to you as soon as possible.

Q.: Will I be able to play against users in Wargaming's CP forums (for example, on the Wargaming forums itself)?

A.: We do not know if this is possible at this point. But if you want we can try to look & see if this is possible & how they implemented it on their side.

Q.: Why will the latest update be delivered via a patch file rather than updating to a new final version?

A.: We have made this change as we want our users to only have to download the update once. We want the update to be as easy as possible. If using the final version, players need to have a connection to internet in order to
check for updates. In case players use the patch file, they will not be able to download updates to Elden Ring after the same patch file has been released.

Q.: 

System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016 (64-bit) Processor: AMD Athlon or Intel Core 2 Duo (1.8 GHz), 2.4 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: ATI Radeon HD2600 or NVIDIA Geforce 8600M DirectX: Version
9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 10 MB available space Additional
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